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1 Introduction

 Conceptual models are defi ned as models that improve our understanding of systems and their 
behaviour [1–3]. They can be used as a pre-mathematical modelling step or as standalone tools 
for knowledge capture. Conceptual models come in a wide range of varieties, including word 
models, pictures, diagrams, matrices and certain mathematical models. In fact, any representa-
tion can be used to express a modeller’s beliefs. According to Grimm [1], conceptual models are 
useful because they provide a conceptual framework for the modelling effort. They also aid in 
proposing hypotheses and sacrifi ce details of the system while emphasising the general charac-
teristics. And, maybe most importantly, they can show the consequences of what we believe to 
be true, particularly when these representations have a formal status and can be simulated using 
computer processing.

This chapter presents  qualitative reasoning [4], a formal approach to knowledge capture originat-
ing from artifi cial intelligence that can be used to express, analyse, and communicate conceptual 
models. Qualitative models excel when theoretical background on the target system is weak, when 
the problems are ill-defi ned, and when data are incomplete, uncertain or simply not available. 
Conceptual models based on qualitative reasoning are valuable tools both for pre-mathematical 
modelling, and as standalone artefacts developed for understanding, predicting and explaining 
the system’s behaviour, as shown in this chapter. Such conceptual models are also ‘animated’, as 
they capture the dynamic aspects of a system by reasoning about quantities that change over 
time, using a well-defi ned set of modelling primitives grounded in a mathematical foundation. 
The models described here are implemented in Garp3 [5], a modelling workbench with a graph-
ical user interface that integrates facilities for model building and for running qualitative simula-
tions. The software and the models presented in this chapter can be downloaded from the 
Qualitative Reasoning and Modelling (QRM) portal: http://www.garp3.org.
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2 Background and principles

Humans continuously reason about the physical world that surrounds them. Understanding how 
systems behaved in the past and how they may behave in the future is a crucial aspect of human 
nature. Qualitative reasoning investigates how this aspect of human intelligence can be auto-
mated on computers [4, 6]. This chapter discusses the typical characteristics of this approach 
in the context of ecological modelling. However, in order not to confuse general knowledge 
representation issues with issues concerning representing ecological knowledge this section uses 
typical examples from the qualitative reasoning literature. These examples mainly deal with 
physics.

2.1 How does it work?

Originating from  artifi cial intelligence, the  qualitative reasoning approach has distinct features 
that make it rather different from traditional numerical modelling. A typical qualitative reasoning 
engine takes a  scenario as input and produces as output a  state graph capturing the qualitatively 
distinct states a system may manifest (Fig. 1). A scenario is an initial description of the system 
subject of the reasoning. A state graph consists of a set of states and transitions between those 
states. A  state refers to a qualitatively unique behaviour that the system subject of reasoning may 
manifest in reality (a ‘possible state of behaviour’). A  state transition specifi es how a particular 
state of behaviour may change into another. A sequence of states, connected by state transi-
tions, is called a behaviour path (a ‘possible behaviour’) of the system. A state graph usually 
encompasses a set of possible behaviours, because multiple state transitions are possible from 
certain states. To construct a state graph, the reasoning engine uses a library of predefi ned partial 
models. These model fragments represent chunks of domain knowledge and, depending on the 
scenario details, subsets of these fragments are assembled by the engine.

Figure 2 depicts the behaviour of a boiler system and illustrates how a qualitative engine 
works. The scenario (initial system description) is depicted on the LHS in the picture. The boiler 
system consists of a heater and a container. The container contains water and is being heated. The 
state graph generated by the engine is shown on the RHS. It consists of six states, nine state 
transitions, and in total seven behaviours (e.g. [1 → 2], [1 → 3 → 2], [1 → 3 → 5 → 4], etc.). A 
summary of the state graph may read as follows. In state 1, after the heater is turned on, energy 
fl ows from the heater to the container and the water. This causes the water and container tem-
perature to increase, which in turn causes the internal container pressure to increase. This state 

Figure 1: Basic architecture of the qualitative reasoning engine.
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of behaviour may lead to three other qualitatively distinct states (2, 3 or 4). In state 2, the boiler 
explodes because the internal substance pressure becomes higher than the reaction force gener-
ated by the container. The boiler system is broken after this behaviour. Hence, the simulation 
stops (i.e. no further transitions are generated). In state 3, the temperature of the water reaches 
boiling point. The substance starts boiling causing the generation of steam. This state of behav-
iour may lead to three other qualitatively distinct states (2, 4 or 5). In state 4, the temperature of 
the substance in the container (be it water or steam) is now equal to the temperature of the heat 
source. From here on, no further changes take place. In state 5, all the water has turned into 
steam. The boiling has stopped, but the fl ow of heat continues. This behaviour may lead to three 
other qualitatively distinct states (2, 4 or 6). In state 6, the heater causes the container to melt, 
because the container temperature reaches melting point. The boiler system is broken when 
arriving at this state of behaviour and the simulation stops.

2.2 Model ingredients

To generate explanations as given above for the boiler system, qualitative reasoning uses exten-
sive representations in which many details of a system and its behaviour are explicitly repre-
sented. The most important ones are discussed here. The notion of  entities is used to represent the 
objects that constitute the system that is modelled (e.g. container, water, heater, etc.). They form 
an important backbone to any model that is created. Entities are organised in a  subtype hierarchy 
(e.g. water ‘is a kind of’ substance). Confi gurations are relationships between entities specifying 
how they are organised (e.g. container ‘contains’ water, etc.).  Agents are used to model entities 
outside the modelled system. Agents typically infl uence the rest of the system and are some-
times referred to as exogenous or external infl uences.  Quantities represent changeable features 
of entities (e.g. water temperature, container reaction force, etc.).  Quantity spaces specify ranges 
of qualitative values ordered as sets of alternating points and intervals. Each quantity has two 

Figure 2: Possible behaviours of a boiler system.
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associated quantity spaces: a defi nable one for the magnitude, and the default quantity space 
for the derivative of the quantity.  Dependencies specify relationships between quantities and 
quantity values, and include direct and indirect  infl uences,  inequalities and  correspondences. 
 Assumptions are labels that can be used to hide or show certain detail in a model (e.g. to consider 
a particular quantity value constant).

Scenarios and model fragments are built using the ingredients mentioned above.  Scenarios 
describe the initial situation of a system using model ingredients such as entities, confi gurations, 
quantities, values assignments and inequalities.  Model fragments describe partial behaviour of a 
system in a generic way and are organised in a subtype hierarchy. Model fragments include 
model ingredients as conditions or consequences. Typical conditions are entities, confi gurations, 
quantities, value assignments and inequalities. Typical consequences are new quantities, value 
assignments, inequalities, infl uences and correspondences.

2.3  Qualitativeness

Qualitative reasoning is concerned with reasoning about the properties of the physical world 
that change over time. Particularly, to include only those qualitative distinctions in a behaviour 
model that are essential for solving a particular task for a certain system. The goal is to obtain a 
fi nite representation that leads to coarse, intuitive representations of systems and their behaviour. 
Central to qualitative reasoning is thus the way in which a system is described during a period of 
time in which the qualitative behaviour of the system does not change. The notion of change is 
subtle, because numerical values of quantities may change, whereas from a qualitative point of 
view, the behaviour of the system remains constant. During a heat-fl ow process, for example, the 
temperature of a liquid may increase, but from a qualitative point of view, it is still a liquid, until 
another process (e.g. boiling) becomes active and the liquid becomes a gas.

In qualitative reasoning, the representation of time is closely intertwined with the representa-
tion of quantity values. A  quantity value is represented as the pair <Magnitude,Derivative> and 
changes in quantity values refl ect time passing. The magnitude represents the amount of a quan-
tity. The possible magnitudes that a quantity can take on are represented in its quantity space, and 
consist of an ordered set of points and intervals. The derivative represents the direction of change 
over time. It uses the quantity space {–, 0, +} referring to decreasing, staying steady and increas-
ing respectively. The intuitive understanding behind this approach is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the 
quantity temperature as it is used to describe the physical state of a substance. All the quantitative 
values a substance temperature can have are divided into six qualitative magnitudes, consisting 
of three intervals and three points. Each value resembles a characteristic period of constant qual-
itative behaviour for the substance. If, for example, the temperature has a quantitative value 
somewhere between freezing point and boiling point and this value increases, then the substance 

Figure 3: A quantity space for substance temperature.
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shows constant qualitative behaviour, namely ‘being a liquid’, until it reaches its boiling point. 
As soon as it reaches this boiling point, the substance arrives at a new period in which it again 
shows constant qualitative behaviour, namely boiling.

Defi ning the appropriate quantity spaces is a complex task. For substance temperature, it may 
seem obvious because the entity that is described by the quantity changes considerably depend-
ing on the value of the temperature (solid, liquid, gas or mixtures). However, at this moment, 
there are no general guidelines that can be applied to support the construction of quantity spaces, 
although recently attempts have been undertaken to tackle this issue [7].

2.4  Causality

Being able to infer adequate causal interpretations is an important feature of understanding sys-
tem behaviour. Consider the simple mass system shown in Fig. 4. As humans, we typically say 
that an increase (or decrease) in force causes an increase (or decrease) in acceleration. We also 
think that an increase (or decrease) in mass causes a decrease (or increase) in acceleration. But 
thinking that an increase in acceleration causes a change in either force or mass does not make 
sense. Changes in the acceleration can only be achieved indirectly, via manipulating the other 
two quantities. Understanding causality is thus a prime factor in the ability of humans to control 
the behaviour of systems.

Qualitative reasoning provides primitives to automatically reason about causality known as 
infl uences and proportionalities [8].  Infl uences represent direct causal relationships between two 
quantities, and are either positive or negative. Infl uences are seen as the initial cause of change 
and defi ned in processes. The magnitude of the source quantity determines the derivative of the 
target quantity. For instance, the fl ow of water from a tap into a bathtub causes the amount of 
water in the bathtub to increase, regardless of whether this fl ow is decreasing, steady or increasing. 
More in general, infl uence I+(Q2, Q1) causes the quantity Q2 to increase if the magnitude of Q1 
is positive, decrease if it is negative and remain stable when it is zero (assuming there are no other 
causal dependencies on Q2). For a negative infl uence, I–, the opposite occurs. See also Fig. 5.

 Proportionalities represent indirect causal relationships between two quantities, and are posi-
tive or negative. They propagate the effects of initial changes, i.e. they set the derivative with 

Figure 4: A mass system.

Figure 5: Illustrating direct (I) and indirect (P or ∝) causal infl uences.
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respect to time of the target quantity depending on the derivative of the source quantity. For 
instance, the height of the water in the bathtub increases due to the amount of water increasing. 
More in general, proportionality P+(Q2, Q1) causes Q2 to increase if Q1 increases, decrease if 
Q1 decreases and remain stable if Q1 remains stable (given that there are no other causal infl u-
ences on Q2). A qualitative proportionality implements the idea that there is some function (f) 
which determines Q2, and which is monotonic (strictly increasing, steady or decreasing) in its 
dependence on Q1. The specifi c shape of the function is in principle unknown.

2.5 Inequality reasoning

Often multiple direct infl uences affect a target quantity. In that case, the signs and magnitudes 
of the infl uencing quantities have to be compared to determine the dominant infl uence. When all 
the infl uences have the same sign, the resulting effect can be determined relatively easily: when 
positive, the affected quantity increases and when negative, it decreases (see Table 1). Combin-
ing these situations with infl uencing quantities that have a magnitude equal to zero is similar, 
because such quantities do not affect the fi nal result (e.g. a closed tap).

When infl uences have opposite signs, as shown in Fig. 5 (middle), reasoning with ordinal 
relationships (inequalities) is required. In this case, knowing the relative magnitudes of the infl ow 
and the outfl ow is suffi cient:

Magnitudes• : Flow in > Flow out → ∂Amount = +
Magnitudes• : Flow in = Flow out → ∂Amount = 0
Magnitudes• : Flow in < Flow out → ∂Amount = –

Often, more complex reasoning is required than comparing two magnitudes, such as transitiv-
ity reasoning (e.g. A > B > C → A > C) and all kinds of other advanced equation manipulation 
[9–11]. Also, notice that different kinds of inequality information exists, such as between:

A quantity and the magnitudes from the associated quantity space (e.g. current temperature of • 
substance A = boiling point).
Magnitudes of two quantities (e.g. current temperature of substance A > current temperature • 
of substance B).
Magnitudes from the quantity spaces of two quantities (e.g. boiling point of substance water • 
< boiling point of substance oil).

When the resulting infl uence of a set of quantities cannot be determined uniquely the situation 
is referred to as being ambiguous. In such cases, the simulation proceeds by branching into three 
successor states. One in which the target quantity decreases, one in which it is steady and one in 
which it increases. Notice that inequality reasoning is also used to determine the applicability of 

Table 1: Qualitative calculus.

Q1\Q2 – 0 +

– – – ?
0 – 0 +
+ ? + +
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model fragments and to determine the resulting effect of a set of indirectly infl uencing quantities. 
In the latter case, the inequality reasoning concerns derivatives.

2.6 Correspondences

 Correspondences are constraints between quantity values and specify co-occurring magnitudes. 
A correspondence can be directed or undirected. In the case of directed, the constraint becomes 
active only when the magnitude of the leading quantity is known. Correspondences can be defi ned 
for specifi c values or for complete quantity spaces. In the latter case, the correspondence may 
also be specifi ed as being of type inverse, relating the highest magnitude of one quantity space to 
the lowest magnitude of the other, etc. In the workbench discussed in Section 3, correspondences 
can also be defi ned between derivatives [12]. There is a subtle difference between correspond-
ences and inequalities, namely that two quantities may have co-occurring magnitudes, but not 
be equal. This can only happen when the magnitudes involved refer to intervals. In that case, the 
quantities may have the same magnitude, but still be unequal, because one quantity is higher or 
lower in this interval compared to the other quantity.

2.7 Model fragments: reusing partial models

‘ Deriving behaviour from structure’ is one of the principles behind qualitative reasoning. It refers 
to the idea that the dynamics of a system are inferred from observing and analysing the rigid parts 
of the system, those that do not change. When dealing with autonomous robots that act in a con-
tinuously changing physical world, this is of course essential. However, when using qualitative 
reasoning technology for modelling, such as ecological modelling, the emphasis becomes differ-
ent. In such cases, the explicit representation of the structure becomes an important instrument 
for the engine to automatically assemble a model for a given scenario. Instead of developing a 
dedicated model for a certain system, one of the objectives of qualitative reasoning is to develop 
libraries of reusable fragments from which multiple models can be generated automatically. This 
is often referred to as  compositional modelling [13]. Following this perspective, a distinction 
must be made between generic facts and case-specifi c instantiations thereof. The  model fragment 
library captures generic facts for a certain domain, which, in principle, apply to a wide range of 
systems belonging to that domain. A scenario captures information about a specifi c system and 
thus to instantiations of the generic knowledge. But the scenario is only an initial specifi cation, 
and by no means a full representation of the system and its behaviour. To arrive at that complete 
model, the qualitative reasoning engine searches the library to fi nd model fragments that apply to 
the scenario and, by doing so, generates states and ultimately the state graph. Each state is thus an 
instantiation of (a subset of) the generic knowledge as far as that knowledge turned out relevant for 
the system specifi ed in the scenario and consequently, a complex cluster of declarative statements 
of instantiated model ingredients.

Preferably, model fragments implement the ‘ fi rst principles’ (the fundamental laws) relevant 
to a domain, enhancing their usability across different systems. Reusability requires that  model 
fragments represent behavioural features independent of the specifi c context in which they oper-
ate. de Kleer and Brown [14] discuss a set of modelling principles for realising this objective. 
One principle is the ‘ no-function-in-structure’, which states that the model of a specifi c component 
may not presume the functioning of the device as a whole. When building models for ecology, this 
principle cannot be used in this strict form, because interactions between entities (e.g. species, 
resources, etc.) are inherent features of this domain. Hence, it is replaced by the requirement that 
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the settings under which a piece of knowledge can be applied are explicitly defi ned using the 
model fragment conditions. This closely relates to the idea of explicating class-wide assump-
tions, also discussed by de Kleer and Brown.

2.8 Generating a state-graph

A  state graph consists of a set of states and the possible transitions between those states. The 
graph represents the behaviour of a modelled system and is the result of simulating a  qualitative 
model. Each state describes a particular situation of a modelled system, refl ecting a qualitatively 
unique behaviour. A  state is an assembly of applicable model fragments and thus contains infor-
mation about the physical structure, the associated quantities and their values (in this state), and 
inequalities and the causal dependencies between the quantities.

To build a qualitative state, the engine recursively searches the library for fragments that match 
the initial scenario. Initially, a state includes only the details of the scenario. Every time an appli-
cable fragment is found, this set is augmented with the details defi ned in such a new fragment. 
The engine uses these newly added details in its search for additional model fragments. The 
search stops when no further fragments can be found. During the search ambiguity may arise, 
causing the engine to create alternative copies of the current state, each capturing a unique inter-
pretation of the ambiguous fact. Ignoring low-level optimisation issues, the search for a model 
fragment proceeds as follows:

1. Checking conditions (in the case of failure: ignore the model fragment).
 a. Check required model fragments.
 b. Check required assumptions.
 c. Check required structure.
 d. Check required quantities.
 e. Check required inequalities and value assignments.
2. Introducing new knowledge (in the case of failure: the model is bogus).
 a. Introduce structural details.
 b. Introduce quantities.
 c. Introduce and solve: inequalities and value assignments.
 d. Introduce and solve: causal dependencies.

A model fragment may require other fragments to be applicable. The engine verifi es this fi rst. 
Next, it checks the availability of the assumptions. During the structural analysis, the engine 
checks whether the entities available in the state (so far) match the entity types required by the 
model fragment. If the required types are available, the engine checks whether the confi gurations 
are present in the state as required. Fragments may have conditional quantities. The engine 
checks their availability in the state details. The engine then moves to inequality reasoning to 
control whether the state adheres to the conditional inequalities and value assignments stated in 
the conditions of the fragment. Three results are possible: contradiction, solution and unknown. 
Unknown means that the required inequality information (and value assignments) cannot be 
derived from the details currently available in the state. In the case of an inconsistency, the frag-
ment will not be added to the state. In the case of a solution, the fragment may be added to the 
state. In the case of multiple solutions, or ambiguity, alternative states will be created. In the case 
of unknown, the engine assumes that the fragment applies (and inconsistent assumptions result 
in alternative states). These states remain unless the facts assumed to be true directly confl ict 
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with derivable facts generated later during the search process. In that case the state as a whole 
becomes inconsistent and is removed.

If any of the conditional facts fails, the fragment as a whole is not applicable and the engine 
moves on to the next fragment. If, on the other hand, the conditions are true, the engine adds the 
consequences of the model fragment to the state and starts reasoning with the new facts as far as 
needed. An applicable fragment may introduce new structural details, although this does not hap-
pen often. Most likely the fragment introduces quantities, and possible value assignments and 
inequality statements. The latter two need to be checked for consistency with the remainder of 
the state details. This reasoning is similar to the one described above for the conditions. Finally, 
the engine adds the causal dependencies to the state and infers the consequences for these in 
terms of quantity derivatives. The latter may result in ambiguity and thus state multiplication. 
Introducing the consequences to the state may also result in inconsistencies within that state. In 
that case, the model is apparently bogus and the state as a whole is removed. Remember that the 
conditions of a fragment should be such that their applicability is uncontroversial.

Finding states is an important inference step performed by the engine. Another important step 
is fi nding transitions between states. The latter proceed as follows. Termination opportunities 
trigger possible changes. Precedence information orders possible changes. Continuity constraints 
control the freedom of non-changing facts. Two types of terminations exist: a quantity can change 
magnitudes or an equality statement can become an inequality (or vice versa). The engine has a 
set of algorithms to fi nd these terminations when present in a state. For instance, an opportunity 
for magnitude change can be found using the following rule:

If (in the current state) Q has magnitude X, and ∂Q > 0, and the quantity space for Q has 
another magnitude adjacent to X for which holds X < Y, then (in the next state) Q may get the 
magnitude Y and keep increasing or become steady (∂Q ≥ 0).

Having found all possible terminations, precedence information specifi es the order in which 
changes take place. Take for example, two different kinds of liquids in one container. If the tem-
perature increases then both liquids will reach their boiling point, introducing ambiguity because 
of two possible terminations. However, if it is known that the boiling point of one liquid is lower 
than the boiling point of the other liquid, the ambiguity can be resolved. Only the liquid with the 
lower boiling point will reach its boiling point in the next state of behaviour. Finally, continuity 
rules specify additional conditions that must be satisfi ed by the new state of behaviour in order 
to be a valid successor. In particular, they deal with those aspects present in the current state 
that are not part of a termination. For instance, a non-changing quantity should have the same 
magnitude both in the current and in the successor state.

3 Garp3: QR workbench

 Garp3 (http://ww.garp3.org) is the  qualitative reasoning workbench that can be used to implement 
qualitative models. It is implemented in SWI-Prolog (http://www.swi-prolog.org) and based on 
previous qualitative reasoning software, including: Garp2 for simulating models [15, 16], Homer 
for building models [17] and VisiGarp for inspecting simulation results [18]. Integrating these 
three tools has led to a new tool that incorporates all of the original functionalities, keeping the 
advantages of each tool, but also adds interoperability and an easy to use unifi ed user interface. 
Figure 6 gives an impression of the Garp3 workbench.
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Figure 6:  Impression of the Garp3 workbench. The following screens are partially shown: top 
(from left to right): main screen, model fragment selector/overview, model fragment 
editor, and bottom (from left to right): scenario selector/overview, scenario editor, 
simulate main window (state-graph), value history.
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The following main features have been implemented in the new workbench (a selection of 
these is discussed in more detail in the next sections):

Organisation of all functionalities in an integrated workbench, with access to the key func-• 
tions from the main screen.
Seamless interoperability between the Build and Simulate context (e.g. the user is able to jump • 
from inspecting a model fragment present in a state in Simulate to that same model fragment 
in the Build context to make changes).
Uniform use of vocabulary, graphical icons, diagrams and colour.• 
Diagrammatic visualization of the model content where possible and logical (e.g. in the sce-• 
nario and the model fragment editors in the Build context, and in the dependency screen in the 
Simulate context).
Usage of toolbars to shorten user actions as much as possible (most options can also be ac-• 
cessed via menus and ‘in-screen mouse-selection’).
Scenario manipulation in simulation mode (e.g. setting and changing initial quantity values).• 
Regular functionality to open and save fi les storing models.• 
Simple copy/paste within a model (e.g. scenarios and model fragments) and more advanced • 
copy/paste between models.
Context-sensitive online help. From all screens (workspaces) in the workbench the user can • 
open a website page with online help dedicated to that workspace.
The option to save simulations in the model fi le (e.g. for easy access later on, and for debug • 
support).
Tool-tip (standard: text explaining action buttons, and special for the model ingredients: • 
‘description texts’ for model ingredients as provided by modellers while modelling, for in-
stance in scenario and model fragment editors).
Diagrammatic overview of model fragments (showing sub-type hierarchy and conditional • 
relationships), the ability to save multiple user-made screen layouts and the ability to turn 
model fragments on and off (an essential feature during modelling, particularly for model 
debugging).
Simulation preferences (e.g. simulate with ‘closed-world’ assumption on/off).• 
Formatted engine trace, with the option to select the kind of inferences that should be shown.• 
Export function to save screen diagrams as EPS documents (in order to support printed docu-• 
mentation of model content and simulation results).

3.1 Build environment

Building a qualitative model using the Garp3 workbench typically starts by fi rst defi ning the 
individual ingredients such as entities, confi gurations, quantities, quantity spaces, and maybe 
some agents and assumptions. Using these ingredients, a modeller can proceed with the con-
struction of scenarios and model fragments. However, it is also possible to take an alternative 
approach and start for instance with a scenario and defi ne whatever is needed while doing so. 
Here we follow the former approach. As an example we use a qualitative model of population 
dynamics [19]. Figure 7 (LHS) shows the possible entities for such a model as defi ned in the 
entity hierarchy editor. It defi nes Deer (user defi ned model ingredient names are in italic), Frog 
and Lizard as Animal. Animal as a kind of Biological entity, as well as Plant. Population as a Set 
of entities. And fi nally Biological entity and Set of entities are both a kind of Entity.

This model has only one confi guration, Consists of, which is defi ned in the confi guration 
defi nitions editor (not shown in a fi gure here). There is a small set of assumptions defi ned in the 
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assumptions hierarchy editor (Fig. 7, RHS). The labels Open and Closed population are of type 
Operating. Operating and Simplifying are both Assumption types. There are two quantity spaces, 
defi ned in the quantity spaces defi nitions editor, and fi ve quantities, defi ned in the quantity 
defi nitions editor:

Size• , with quantity space {Zero, Low, Average, High} (size refers to the notion of ‘Number of 
individuals’ of a population).
Birth• , Death, Immigration and Emigration, with quantity space {Zero, Plus}.

From the ingredients defi ned so far, scenarios and model fragments can be constructed. A 
selection of the icons used in Garp3 to visualise ingredients is shown in Table 2 and two possible 
scenarios are shown in Fig. 8.

Both scenarios defi ne the entity Population with quantity Size and quantity space Zlah with 
magnitudes {Zero, Low, Average, High}. The initial value for this quantity is Low in both sce-
narios. Size also has the derivative quantity space {Min, Zero, Plus}, whose values are indicated 
by the black arrow pointing down, Ø, and the black arrow pointing up, respectively, which is 
assigned to quantities by default. Notice, that the initial value of the derivative is unknown. Both 
scenarios also have an entity Frog and the confi guration Consists of, indicating that the popula-
tion consists of frogs. The scenarios differ for the assumption label Closed population (LHS) 
and Open population (RHS). The RHS scenario also defi nes the quantity Immigration with an 
exclamation mark. The latter will be discussed in Section 3.3.

Figure 9 shows the set of model fragments that have been defi ned for this population model 
using the model fragments editor. In the Garp3 workbench a fragment can be one of three types: 
Agent, Static or Process. In this model there are 12 static, 7 processes and no agents. The static 
fragment Population (not shown in a fi gure here) requires an entity Population to exist and intro-
duces the quantity Size, and as such is applicable to the scenarios shown in Fig. 8. Due to inher-
itance, the details of this model fragment reappear in the fragments Closed population and Open 

Figure 7: Entity (LHS) and assumption hierarchy (RHS) for a population model.

Table 2:  Garp3 model ingredients icons (from left to right: Model fragment, Entity, Quantity, 
Infl uence, Proportionality, Value correspondence, and Assumption).
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population (Fig. 10) which are subtypes of the fragment Population. Notice that these two frag-
ments thus only apply when the fragment Population is active.

The fragment Closed population introduces the quantities Birth and Death, each with quantity 
space Zp: {Zero, Plus}. It also specifi es positive proportionalities (P+) between the quantity Size 
and these new quantities, which implements the feedback mechanism by means of which changes 
in the Size cause changes in the Birth and Death rates (more Size results in more Birth, etc.). 
There is a bi-directional v-correspondence between the magnitudes Zero of Size and Birth, and 
Size and Death representing that Birth and Death are zero when Size is zero. Finally there is the 
conditional assumption label: Closed population. This means that this fragment only applies 
when this assumption is true and hence has been defi ned in the scenario. The Open population 
fragment differs on this because it requires the assumption label: Open population to be true. 
When applicable this fragment introduces similar details as the Closed population fragment but 
it also introduces the quantities Emigration and Immigration. There is no feedback from Size on 
Immigration. Immigration is thus considered to be independent from Size. Notice that the frag-
ment Closed population applies to the frog population defi ned in the scenario on the LHS in 
Fig. 8, while the Open population applies to the scenario on the RHS in this fi gure.

The model defi nes the difference between an Existing population (Size > Zero) and a Non 
existing population (Size = Zero) (Fig. 11, LHS). Next these two model fragments are conditional 

Figure 8:  Two scenarios for simulating the behaviour of a population consisting of frogs. The 
scenarios differ in the assumption assigned to the population: Closed population (LHS) 
and Open population (RHS).

Figure 9: Model fragments overview for the population model.
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for certain process to become active. The processes Birth and Death (Fig. 11, RHS) require a 
population to exist, hence these processes only fi re after the fragment Existing population has 
become active. In addition, the process Birth introduces the quantity Birth and a direct infl uence 
from this rate on the Size of the population. The rate itself is considered to be positive, as stated 
by the value assignment for the magnitude Plus of the quantity Birth. The process Death has 
similar details, but introduces the quantity Death with a negative infl uence on Size.

The processes Immigration and Emigration (Fig. 12) resemble the Birth and Death processes. 
They may become active in the context of an existing population. They introduce the rates Immi-
gration and Emigration, which directly infl uence Size. An important difference is the Open pop-
ulation assumption label, which reduces their applicability to situations in which migration is 
explicitly taken into account.

The model explicitly defi nes the situation of colonisation (Fig. 13). Colonisation applies when 
the processes Immigration and Emigration are not active, namely in the case of a Non existing 
population. When applicable Colonisation introduces the quantity Immigration and the direct 
infl uence of this rate on Size. However, the magnitude of the rate is defi ned using two subtypes, 
referred to as Pre-colonisation when the rate is still Zero and Starting colonisation when the rate 

Figure 10:  Model fragments Closed population (LHS) and Open population (RHS). Notice that 
these fi gures show the contents of the model fragment editor. The name of the frag-
ments is missing from these drawings, because it is shown in the title bar of the editor 
(see Fig. 6).

Figure 11:  (from left to right) The static fragments Existing population and Non existing popula-
tion, and the processes Birth and Death.
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has become Plus. How a rate may change from zero to plus as an exogenous factor is discussed 
in Section 3.3.

Finally the model has mechanisms to ensure that the engine calculates the relative impacts of 
the competing processes (Birth vs. Death and Immigration vs. Emigration). This requires four 
fragments for each pair, as shown in Fig. 14 for Birth and Death. The fragment Assume inequal-
ity birth and death identifi es situations in which both the Birth and Death process are active for 
a particular population (using the == relation between the two population entities). Next three 
subtype model fragments enforce the engine to try the possible inequalities (<, =, >) between the 
Birth and Death rates for a particular population. Notice, that details are hidden in the diagrams 
of Fig. 14. The workbench shows this by using icons with grey fi ll out, and by using square boxes 
with arrows pointing inwards.

3.2 Simulate environment

In the Simulate environment of the Garp3 workbench scenarios can be selected and simulated. 
Typical simulation output includes: the state graph showing the possible states of behaviour 

Figure 12: Immigration (LHS) and Emigration (RHS) process for existing populations.

Figure 13:  Colonisation (LHS) and its two subtypes Pre-colonisation (Middle) and Starting 
colonisation (RHS), which all apply when the population does not yet exist.
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and behaviour paths, value and equation histories for selected quantities within selected states 
and paths, the set of model fragments active in each state, and an overview of dependencies for 
selected states including the details on causality. Some of these results are shown in Figs 15 and 
16 and explained below.

Simulating the frog population scenario with the assumption Closed population as shown in 
Fig. 8 (LHS) produces a state graph consisting of six states (Fig. 15, LHS). These states are 
organised in three behaviour paths consisting of the following sequences of states:

[1], the population is steady at a certain magnitude,• 
[3 • → 4], the population goes extinct, and
[2 • → 5 → 6], the population grows to the highest possible magnitude.

For each state a set of applicable model fragments has been found and instantiated according 
to the scenario details. The simulation output is thus a description of the system using an inte-
grated set of ingredients built from these fragments. For example, in state 2 the following model 
fragments are active:

Population.• 
Existing population.• 
Closed population.• 
Birth.• 
Death.• 
Assume inequality birth and death.• 
Birth greater death.• 

The value histories show the quantities present within each behaviour path as well as their 
magnitudes and direction of change within each state (Fig. 15). In all states the same set of quan-
tities is active, namely Size, Birth and Death. The quantity space values are shown as stacks of 

Figure 14:  The static fragment Assume inequality birth and death (left-top), and its subtypes 
Birth equal to death, Birth greater than death, and Birth smaller than death.
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labels on the RHS of the history diagrams. The derivative signs above the state numbers (black 
arrows and circles) denote the current quantity value within a certain state. For instance, in path 
[2 → 5 → 6] Size starts at value <Low,+> in state 2, changes to value <Average,+> in state 5, and 
next to <High,+> in state 6. During this period the quantities Birth and Death both have the value 
<Plus,+>. These quantities do not change their qualitative values during this behaviour path, 
although these rates as such are increasing. In contrast, state 1 refl ects a behaviour path consist-
ing of only a single state in which all values are steady: Size <Low,0>, and Birth and Death 
<Plus,0>. In addition to values, inequality statements may change while moving from one state 
to the next. This is shown by the equation history (Fig. 16, LHS/Bottom). For instance, in path 
[2 → 5 → 6] the inequality Birth > Death remains present as well as the statement Size > Zero, 
while in the path [3 → 4] Size > Zero (in state 3) changes into Size = Zero (in state 4). Notice 

Figure 15:  State graph consisting of six states (LHS) and value histories for the three behaviours 
within this graph ([1], [3 → 4] and [2 → 5 → 6]).

Figure 16: Structural model in state 2 (LHS/Top), equation history for behaviours [1], [3 → 4] 
and [2 → 5 → 6] (LHS/Bottom), and causal model in state 2 (RHS) (see also Fig. 15).
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that there is no inequality information for Birth and Death in state 4. In this model inequality 
information concerning these rates is only present when the processes are active, which requires: 
Size > 0 (Fig. 11).

Each state has ingredients representing the physical structure of the system. These details form 
the basis for other ingredients to become applicable and are shown in Fig. 16 for state 2 (LHS/
Top). It shows two entities (Population and Frog) and one assumption (Closed population), and 
the relationship between these. Each state also has a set of dependencies, often referred to as the 
causal model, which are also shown for state 2 in Fig. 16 (RHS). There are three quantities 
involved (Size, Birth and Death) and they all belong to the entity population, as indicated by the 
square that encloses them. Again, the quantity spaces are shown as stacks of labels. The adjacent 
derivative sign denotes the direction of change and the current quantity magnitude. For instance, 
in this case (state 2) the value for Size is <Low,+>. The diagram shows three dependency types: 
infl uences, proportionalities and value correspondences. The infl uences represent how the Birth 
and Death rates change the Size. The proportionalities represent how changes in the Size propa-
gate to the rates again (a positive feedback loop). The value correspondences represent that the 
magnitudes Zero always co-occur for the three quantities involved. Notice how the causal model 
is an assembly of details introduced by individual model fragments.

3.3 Special features and support

This section discusses some of the special features of the Garp3 workbench.

3.3.1 Exogenous quantity behaviour
Defi ning the boundaries of a system is an important step in modelling. This defi nition is infl u-
enced by the goals and intended uses of the model, but often the system is infl uenced by  exog-
enous factors – those that affect the behaviour of the system but which are not affected by the 
system’s behaviour [20, 21]. Exogenous factors are thus outside the system boundary, but need 
to be considered in the model. Garp3 implements seven mechanisms for modelling exogenously 
defi ned behaviours, which can be assigned to quantities in the scenario:

Generate all values: the engine tries to generate all possible magnitudes in each state.• 
Constant: the magnitude and/or derivative remain as defi ned in the scenario.• 
Increasing: the derivative value is kept positive.• 
Decreasing: the derivative value is kept negative.• 
Steady: the derivative value is kept zero.• 
Sinusoidal: the derivative is positive until the maximum magnitude is reached. Then the • 
derivative changes to zero, and starts moving in the opposite direction until the minimum 
magnitude is reached, etc. (shown in Fig. 17).
Random: similar to sinusoidal, but instead of continuously moving towards the extreme • 
values, a quantity with random behaviour can assume any derivative value (albeit changing 
continuously) and move in any direction in each state.

A very common pattern observed in ecological systems is the cyclic behaviour, in which the 
quantity regularly increases and decreases within certain bounds, such as daily cycles (night and 
day), monthly cycles (tides) or annual cycles (day-length, precipitation). This can be imple-
mented using the option ‘exogenous sinusoidal’. Figure 17 shows a simulation with this phenom-
enon using the quantity Rainfall with initial magnitude Below. The main behaviour has the 
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following sequence of states: [1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 6 → 5 → 7 → 8 → 1]. In addition, there is a 
direct transition from state 8 to state 2 (ignoring state 1) and from state 4 to state 5 (ignoring state 
6). Also notice that the system behaviour does not become steady at point Average. The sinusoi-
dal continuously changes from its lowest value to its highest value, and the other way around. 
Stabilising at an intermediate value does not fi t that idea.

The exclamation mark in the frog population scenario with the assumption Open population 
denotes that Immigration shows exogenously defi ned behaviour (Fig. 8, RHS) that follows the 
sinusoidal pattern (not shown in the fi gure, but visible in the workbench as a property of the 
quantity). Simulating this scenario results in a state graph of a hundred states. If we specify in 
the scenario that Death = Birth, the output reduces to 24 states, as shown in Fig. 18 (LHS). The 
value history (RHS) shows the values for Immigration and Size for the path [15 → 16 → 23 → 
24 → 17 → 7 → 10 → 20 → 21 → 6 → 5 → 15]. Figure 19 shows the equation history for this 
path for the relative magnitudes between Immigration and Emigration, and Birth and Death.

As expected, all behaviour is due to changes in Immigration. For instance, in state 15 and 16 
Size is increasing, because Immigration > Emigration, but Immigration is decreasing. In state 23 
the latter results in Immigration = Emigration, and the population stops growing: Size = <High,0>. 
Immigration decreases further resulting in Immigration < Emigration and Size starts decreasing 
(state 24, 17 and 7), until in state 10 the population becomes extinct. This means that Birth, 
Death and Emigration also have value <Zero,0> (see also Fig. 10, RHS). Immigration also has 
value <Zero,0> in state 10, but the exogenously defi ned behaviour causes Immigration to start 
increasing in state 20 (<Zero,+>), and become active again in state 21 (<Plus,+>). As soon as the 

Figure 17:  State graph (LHS) and value history (RHS) for an exogenously behaving quantity, 
following the sinusoidal pattern and starting at value <Below,?>.

Figure 18:  State graph (LHS) and value history (RHS) for a population with Immigration as an 
exogenously defi ned quantity (sinusoidal) while Birth = Death.
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Immigration rate is positive and Immigration > Emigration, Size also starts increasing (< Zero,+>, 
in state 21) and the population is present again in state 6 (< Low,+>). In state 5 the exogenously 
defi ned behaviour causes Immigration to become steady and in state 15 to decrease again.

3.3.2 Trace options and simulation preferences
The trace window and the simulation preferences are simultaneously shown in Fig. 20, although 
they are two independent features of the workbench. There are 11 trace options (such as: show 
search for applicable model fragments, show inequality reasoning details, show infl uence reso-
lution, etc.) that can support the modeller in fi nding out details about the working of the engine 
and the appropriate representation of model ingredients. The output of the tracer is currently 
not optimised for novice users, and presents details that may be diffi cult to understand. Further 
formatting and improving the output of the tracer is part of ongoing work.

Discussions with experts inspired us to augment the qualitative reasoning engine with user-
defi nable features controlling the problem-solving behaviour of the engine [22]. These simula-
tion preferences allow modellers to build models taking a certain perspective. Probably the most 
obvious example is simulating with or without applying a closed world assumption in infl uence 

Figure 19:  Equation history for a population with Immigration defi ned as an exogenously quan-
tity (sinusoidal) while Birth = Death.

Figure 20: Trace window (in the back) and preferences (in front).
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resolution. When the assumption is active the main impact is as follows: unknown values of 
directly infl uencing quantities are set to zero, and unknown derivatives of indirectly infl uencing 
quantities are set to zero. In other words, the infl uence of unknown phenomena is defi ned as 
being zero (which is different from unknown). In total 19 preferences can be turned on or off by 

Table 3: Simulation preferences in Garp3 that users can change.

Type Description Default

Apply closed-world 
  assumption in infl uence 

resolution

Assume that the impact of directly (or indirectly) 
  infl uencing quantities is zero when their magnitude 

(or derivative) cannot be determined.

Off

Apply epsilon ordering Changes from a point (and equality) happen instantly 
  and therefore precede changes that take at least some 

small amount of time.

On

Apply quantity constraints
 on extreme values

Quantities may not increase in the highest point (or 
 decrease in the lowest) of their quantity space.

Off

Apply correspondence in 
 ordering

Have corresponding quantities and quantity values 
 change simultaneously.

On

Remove inactive 
 quantities

When processes stop related quantities (mainly rates) 
 may become superfl uous. Remove these quantities.

Off

Figure 21: Simulate and Build environments interoperability.
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Figure 22: Saving simulation results into the model fi le.

the users; fi ve (Fig. 20 and Table 3) can be explored by modellers learning how to model in 
Garp3. The others require advanced knowledge of the simulation engine to handle the conse-
quences of changing their default values.

3.3.3 Simulate and Build interoperability
The seamless integration of the old tools (Garp2, VisiGarp and HOMER) creates interoperability 
between the Build and Simulate environment in Garp3. This interoperability greatly speeds up 
the modelling process because it facilitates moving from building and editing a model to simulat-
ing it. This is mainly due to the combination of Build and Simulate functionalities in the Garp3 
main screen, but there are also several direct links from within the workbench: e.g. from the 
‘Scenarios – Build screen’, which is used to select a scenario to edit, the user can also choose to 
simulate the selected scenario. It is also possible to move from the Simulate environment back 
to the Build environment, directly. When running a simulation, the simulation results may point 
to sub-optimalities in the model, or the need may occur to experiment with slight variations of 
the model. Therefore, direct links have been included which allow the user to move back from 
specifi c simulation results directly to the associated editor in the Build environment. An example 
is shown in Fig. 21: in the simulate view for inspecting quantity values in a particular state (state 
2), there is a button ‘edit selected quantity’ (LHS top), which leads back to the quantity editor 
in the Build environment (RHS). Similar direct links are implemented from the state-transition 
graph view menu (in Simulate) to the scenario editor for the current scenario (in Build), and 
from the list model fragments (in Simulate) to the model fragment editor (in Build). This kind of 
functionality greatly improves the usability of the workbench for modelling activities.

3.3.4 Saved simulations
A new feature in Garp3 is the ability to save simulation results into the model. This allows the 
user to store particular simulation results (e.g. My fi rst simulation, Fig. 22), to be accessed at a 
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later time without the need to search for the right scenario and run the simulation again. This 
feature is especially useful when there are multiple scenarios, or when the resulting simulations 
are so large that not all states can be investigated at once. Another intended use of this feature is 
to support model debugging.

3.4 Support and getting started

There is a set of recent developments that aim to support users in using the Garp3 workbench for 
articulating and simulating conceptual knowledge.

Users can access the QRM portal (http://www.garp3.org) for online support. There they will • 
fi nd:

Online help pages that can be accessed from the workbench by mouse clicking on the • 
‘owl’-character (RHS/top in each Garp3 screen). The help is context sensitive, meaning 
that help is provided that fi ts the workspace (editor) from which the user calls the help 
pages.
A glossary explaining the key terms relevant to qualitative reasoning.• 
A list of FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) with answers.• 

A•  methodology has been developed that structures the capture of conceptual knowledge using 
qualitative reasoning [12]. The framework defi nes a protocol for representing contents that 
supports the development of a conceptual understanding of systems and how they behave. 
Within Garp3 there is a third environment referred to as ‘Sketch’ that provides tooling for 
executing the protocol.
A curriculum has been created to support learning about qualitative reasoning [5]. The cur-• 
riculum includes aspects such as an introductory text explanation of the basic concepts, as-
signments for building models, and examples of qualitative models.
Garp3 has features that facilitate collaborative modelling [23]. This includes the ability to • 
have multiple models simultaneously open, to copy/paste sets of model ingredients across 
models, and a repository for uploading and downloading models.

4 Examples of QR models

This section presents model examples using qualitative reasoning. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 concern 
population dynamics and build on the population details presented before to explain the basic 
working of the Garp3 workbench. Section 4.3 deals with the Millennium Development Goals 
(MDGs) as defi ned by the United Nations (UN) (http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/).

4.1 Binary population interactions

Following the compositional modelling paradigm an important goal is to construct reusable 
model fragments that represent elementary units. These building blocks should refl ect the basic 
concepts and principles for a particular domain from which the behaviour of more complex 
systems can be explained. This is in fact the basic idea behind the model fragments presented 
in Section 2.7. They implement a qualitative version of the population growth equation that is 
typically found in textbooks on ecology:

 Size(t+1) = Size(t) + (B + I) – (D + E).
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In this equation Size represents the number of individuals of a population at the beginning (t) and 
at the end of some time interval (t + 1). The other variables represent the amount of individuals 
being born (B), that die (D), immigrate (I) and emigrate (E) during that interval. In the qualitative 
version discussed above the individual knowledge chunks involved in this equation have been 
disentangled and represented as standalone units. These units can now be reused to describe 
larger systems, as done in this subsection for interactions between two populations [22].

Relationships between populations of different species can be classifi ed either on the basis of 
the mechanism or on the effects of the interaction. Mechanisms of interaction take into account 
particularities of each species’ life cycle. When these details are left out, and just the effects con-
sidered, interactions can be classifi ed as negative (–), neutral (0) or positive (+). The following 
examples are well known [24]:

Neutralism (0,0): The populations do not affect each other.• 
Amensalism (0,–): One population inhibits the other, in general by producing some toxic • 
substance, without being affected itself.
Commensalism (0,+): One population benefi ts the other, in general by providing food or • 
transportation, without being affected itself.
Predation (+,–): One population (the predator) causes harm to the other (the prey) and benefi ts • 
from the interaction.
Parasitism (+,–): One population (the parasite) causes harm to the other (the host) and benefi ts • 
from the interaction.
Symbiosis (+,+): Both populations benefi t from the interaction. In the case of protocoopera-• 
tion the interaction is not obligatory. In the case of mutualism the interaction is obligatory for 
one or both populations.
Competition (–,–): Both populations inhibit each other, either directly (competition by inter-• 
ference) or indirectly (competition by resource exploitation).

Suppose there are two populations that do not interact. If there are no constraints, all the pos-
sible behaviours (that each population alone can exhibit) are expected to appear in a simulation. 
Therefore, all the possible combinations of values (magnitudes and derivatives) of all quantities 
for the two populations will be found (resulting in 36 states). However, when the populations are 
not independent, but interact and affect each other, we expect that some of these behaviours will 
be restricted and therefore not appear. Modelling these interactions means articulating the con-
straints that limit the set of possible behaviours for the two populations. The second idea is that 
the populations are infl uenced via their basic processes. If a population affects another population 
this will happen via the Birth and Death processes that determine the growth of the affected popu-
lation, and vice versa. Finally, there is a need for intermediate quantities, besides the population 
Size, that represent the effects the populations have on the each other.

Having set up the basic idea, each interaction type can be constructed following a set of mod-
elling steps:

Defi ning the intermediate quantities that represent the mutual interaction. For instance, in the • 
case of predation the effect of the predator on the prey can be called Consumption and the 
effect the prey has on the predator Supply.
Establishing causal links between the intermediate quantities and the basic processes. Does it • 
infl uence both Birth and Death? Negative or positive?
Defi ning assumptions that implement correspondences and possibly other constraints between • 
the quantities Size, Birth, Death, and the intermediate quantity. For instance, an assumption 
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that we use in all the interaction models is a full correspondence between the Size and the as-
sociated intermediate quantity. Another assumption is to state that when the effect infl uences 
both Birth and Death the impact will be the same for both processes.
Representing conditions for non-existing populations. In the case of interacting populations • 
the non-existence of a population may have an infl uence on the behaviour of the other popula-
tion. For example, can the predator survive when the prey is extinct?

The model fragments required to implement the interactions mentioned at the beginning of this 
subsection are shown in Fig. 23 (competition is not included).

To further explain the details in modelling interacting populations, consider parasitism, which 
requires four model fragments: Parasitism, Parasitism main interaction, Parasitism assumptions 
and Host non-existing. Figure 24 shows a scenario for simulating a parasitic situation. The gen-
eral set-up for the populations is similar to the scenario for simulating the behaviour of a single 
population (Fig. 8). The main difference is the entity Parasitism that relates the two populations 
via the confi gurations Host and Parasite. Also notice that both populations have the assumption 
Closed population, meaning that migration is not taken into account. Given these scenario details, 
the model fragments specifying behavioural features as discussed in Section 2.7 will become 
applicable. On top of that, the characteristics of the interaction can be represented, as discussed 
below.

Figure 25 shows the fragment Parasitism, which becomes active in the case of a parasitic 
interaction, i.e. when two model fragments of type Population are active and the entities Popula-
tion, within these fragments, are related via an entity Parasitism using the confi guration relations 
Parasite and Host. When active the Parasitism fragment introduces the quantities Consumption 
and Supply, and a full correspondence (Q) and a positive proportionality (P+) between each of 
these quantities and the quantity Size belonging to the same population. Hence, magnitude 
changes in these intermediate quantities are fully determined by magnitude changes in the Size.

Figure 26 shows the fragment Parasitism main interaction. For the host it introduces the quan-
tity Death, and for the parasite the quantities Death and Birth. Next the intermediate quantities 

Figure 23:  Model fragments overview for two interacting populations (including the already 
defi ned fragments for single population behaviour as shown in Fig. 9).
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Figure 24:  A scenario specifying a parasitic interaction between Reed warblers (Host population) 
and Cuckoos (Parasite population).

Figure 25: Model fragment – Parasitism.

indirectly infl uence these rates via proportionalities. More specifi cally, an increase (or decrease) 
in the Consumption increases (or decreases) the Death of the hosting population. At the same 
time an increase (or decrease) in the Supply increases (or decreases) the Birth and decreases (or 
increases) the Death of the parasite. Hence, the parasite benefi ts from the interaction and the host 
is harmed by it.

When creating model fragments it is possible to refi ne conditional fragments within such a 
fragment. Consider the following. The fragment Parasitism main interaction is a subtype of the 
fragment Parasitism (see Fig. 23). This means that all the model ingredients present in the latter 
reappear in the former, including the two conditional Population fragments. However, the frag-
ment Parasitism applies independently of whether the population exists or not. The interactions 
however, should only apply to existing populations. The inherited Population fragments in the 
Parasitism main interaction fragment are therefore refi ned into Existing population, a subtype of 
the fragment Population. This is shown as Population --> Existing population. Finally notice that 
some details are hidden in Fig. 26, particularly the quantity spaces. This is an interface feature of 
the Garp3 workbench and is done for reasons of clarity. It has no impact on the actual model 
content.
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The Parasitism assumptions fragment (Fig. 27) is a subtype of the Parasitism main interaction 
fragment. It specifi es assumptions that will simplify the simulation results. One assumption con-
cerns the relationships between the quantities Size, Birth and Death within one population. Due 
to ambiguous infl uences on the rates, all kinds of variation are possible: Size = <Low,+>, Birth = 
<Plus,–>, and Death = <Plus,+>, or Size = <Low,+>, Birth = <Plus,+>, and Death = <Plus,–>, 
etc. However, these variations are usually of little importance for the typical behaviour of an 
interaction type. Thus, to simplify the matter, it is assumed that Death and Birth always change 
in the same direction as Size. This is modelled using a derivative correspondence (dQ) between 
the derivative quantity spaces. The second assumption concerns Consumption and Supply. It states 
that the magnitude of the Supply always matches or exceeds the magnitude of the Consumption (≤). 

Figure 26: Model fragment – Parasitism main interaction.

Figure 27: Model fragment – Parasitism assumptions.
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The equality statement (=) between the magnitudes Average helps implement this statement, 
because it relates specifi c points from the respective quantity spaces (compare the notion of stating 
that the boiling points of two substances are equal, discussed in Section 2.5). The inequality state-
ment between the derivative quantity spaces of Consumption and Supply (d≤ ) adds to this notion 
by stating that changes in Supply are equal or faster than those in Consumption.

The Host non existing fragment (Fig. 28) is a subtype of the general Parasitism fragment. The 
additional details defi ned in this subtype are the refi nement of the conditional Population frag-
ment of the host to Non existing population, and the value assignment Zero for the quantity Size 
of the parasite. This implies that the size of the parasite will be zero when the host does not exist; 
making it also a non existing population.

Simulating the scenario shown in Fig. 24 results in a state graph consisting of 16 states (Fig. 
29). From the initial situation four interpretations are found – states 1, 2, 3 and 4. In total there 
are eight behaviour paths, each path leading to one of the four distinct end states 1, 5, 13 and 15, 
for instance [3 → 9 → 7 → 15]. Together these paths refl ect the typical behaviours that may 
occur in the case of parasitism:

Balanced co-existence.•  In state 1 the two populations have a natural balance; they co-exist 
without further changes.
Populations grow to highest magnitude.•  State 2 leads to 13, via 10 or 11, and shows the case 
in which both populations grow to their highest magnitude. Notice that the host may reach this 
size before the parasite does (via state 11), but not the other way round.
Populations get extinct.•  State 4 leads to 5, optionally via 6, and shows the case in which both 
populations get extinct. The path via state 6 shows that the parasite may become extinct before 
the host, but not the other way around.
Parasite gets extinct.•  State 3 leads to 15, optionally via 9 or 8. It shows that the parasite may 
get extinct without the host getting extinct (the opposite is not possible).

Figure 30 shows the dependencies as they actually appear in the simulation in state 2. The details 
from the applicable model fragments are now assembled and integrated. Notice that this picture 
captures the same type of information as for instance shown in the causal model in Fig. 16 (RHS) 
except that not all the information available in the states is actually shown in either fi gure.

Figure 28: Model fragment – Host non existing.
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Other population interactions can be modelled analogously. In the next section a subset of 
these interactions is reused to model the Ants’ Garden, a community of four interacting popula-
tions. Figures 31–33 show in this respect the state graph and value history for the interactions 
amensalism (0,–), symbiosis (+,+) and commensalism (0,+) respectively. Amensalism is imple-
mented as a one-way negative interaction in which pollution affects both the births (decrease) 
and deaths (increase) of the harmed population. Symbiosis is implemented as a mutual benefi t 
for both populations, hence an increase in the births and a decrease in the deaths when the other 
population grows. Commensalism is implemented as a one-way positive interaction that affects 
the births (increase) and deaths (decrease) of the benefi ted population.

Figure 29:  State graph (LHS) and value history (RHS) for the parasitic interaction Notice that 
this value history enumerates the values in the order in which the states were gener-
ated by the simulator. The state graph shows the order of the states in each of the 
behaviour paths.

Figure 30: Dependencies in state 2 of the parasitic interaction (see also Fig. 29).
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Amensalism shows three groups of behaviour paths (Fig. 31): balanced co-existence (state 1), 
Producer getting extinct and Affected getting its highest magnitude (paths leading to state 11), 
and Affected getting extinct and Producer getting its highest magnitude (paths leading to state 
13). It turns out that both populations cannot co-exist and reach their maximum size. Detailing 
amensalism requires specifying the relative impact of the negative affect. The results shown here 
implement a ‘strong impact’ of amensalism, meaning that the behaviour of the Affected is fully 
determined by the Producer. This is represented by an inverse derivative correspondence between 
the quantity Pollution of the Producer and the quantity Size of the Affected population. Hence, 
the two quantities always change in opposite direction. When this constraint is omitted, the 
behaviour graph shows more states (31), and more paths to arrive at the end states, but similar 
behaviour clusters as discussed here.

Symbiosis shows three clusters of behaviour (Fig. 32): balanced co-existence (state 1), both 
populations getting extinct (path leading to state 4), and both populations growing to their highest 
size (paths leading to state 10).

Commensalism, modelled with strong impact, also shows three behaviours (Fig. 33): balanced 
co-existence (state 1), both populations getting extinct [3 → 4] and both population growing to 
their highest size [2 → 5 → 6].

Figure 31: Simulation results for amensalism.

Figure 32: Simulation results for symbiosis.
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For additional details on modelling population interactions see Salles et al. [25] and the models 
accompanying this chapter (http://www.garp3.org).

4.2 The Ants’ Garden

Because few organisms cultivate their own food, fungus gardening by ants is considered to be a 
major breakthrough in evolution. It is a symbiosis in which organisms of two different species 
(ants from the family Formicidae and fungi mostly from the family Lepiotaceae) benefi t from 
each other and create a system that can successfully survive in a number of different environ-
ments, being the dominant herbivores in the Neotropics. Recent studies [26, 27] show that the 
Ants’ Garden is far more complex than initially understood. A third species, the specialised 
garden parasitic fungi of the genus Escovopsis is often involved and may destroy the system, by 
attacking the cultivated fungi. However, this almost never happens because the ants carry on their 
body colonies of bacteria (genus Streptomyces) that produce antibiotics specifi cally targeted to 
suppress the growth of Escovopsis. Therefore the system consists of four species and a com-
plex balance of interactions in which eventually the Ants’ Garden survives. How does the Ants’ 
Garden work? How can the behaviour of the overall system be explained in terms of the behaviour 
of the constituents?

A typical feature of qualitative reasoning is compositionality; the idea to simulate the behav-
iour of larger systems using elementary chunks describing the behaviour of the entities involved 
(discussed in Section 2.7). When modelling the population interactions this principle was used 
for the behaviour of each of the populations as such, and for the specifi cities of each interaction 
additional details were added. To model the behaviour of the Ants’ Garden the goal is to only 
reuse previously created model fragments and to not introduce any new knowledge in the library. 
If this succeeds, it supports the hypothesis that the overall Ants’ Garden behaviour emerges 
solely from the interactions between the populations, and hence can be explained in terms of 
those binary interactions. This is exactly what happens with the model discussed here (taken and 
adapted from Bredeweg and Salles [22] and Salles et al. [28]).

Figure 34 shows a possible scenario for simulating the Ants’ Garden. In this scenario four 
populations are present, each one starting with magnitude Low for their quantity Size. The follow-
ing interactions are defi ned: Ants and Cultivated Fungi: Symbiosis, Parasitic Fungi and Cultivated 

Figure 33: Simulation results for commensalism.
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Fungi: Parasitism, Ants and Bacteria: Commensalism, and Bacteria and Parasitic Fungi: Amen-
salism (mild impact). All populations are considered to be a Closed population, excluding 
migration.

Feeding this scenario to Garp3 results in a state graph consisting of 49 states (Fig. 35), from 
which fi ve are end states: 1, 6, 25, 30 and 36. The initial scenario leads to fi ve states: 1, 2, 3, 4 
and 5. Thus, according to the simulator there are fi ve possible interpretations of the initial situa-
tion. In each of these initial states the magnitude of Size is Low and the states differ on the 
derivatives calculated for this quantity. The values for the quantity Size of the four populations 
are enumerated in the value-history (Fig. 36). In state 1, all the populations are steady. In state 2, 
all the populations increase except the parasitic fungi, which is steady. In state 3, all the popula-
tions increase. In state 4, all the populations increase except the parasitic fungi, which is decreas-
ing. In state 5, all the populations decrease. Following these initial states there are 26 possible 
behaviours, e.g. [1], [4 → 14 → 31 → 39 → 36], [3 → 18 → 27 → 44 → 29 → 41 → 30], [2 → 
20 → 25], etc. The following main behaviours can be found in the state-graph:

Co-existence• , with end state 1, and Size = <Zero,0>. There is one path [1].
Complete extinction•  of the garden, with end state 6, and Size = <Zero,0>. There are two paths 
[5 → 7 → 6] and [5 → 6].
All populations reaching their highest magnitude• , with end state 30, and Size = <High,+>. 
There are eight paths, e.g. [3 → 15 → 30].
Elimination of the parasitic fungi• , with end state 36, and Size = <High,+> (and for the para-
sitic fungi Size = <Zero,0>). There are twelve paths, e.g. [4 → 8 → 36].
Steady parasitic fungi while the others reach their highest magnitude• , with end state 25, 
and Size = <High,+> (and for the parasitic fungi Size = <Low,0>). There are three paths, e.g. 
[2 → 20 → 25].

Figure 34: Scenario for the Ants’ Garden with four populations and four interactions.
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Each state consists of approximately 40 model fragments that specify behavioural details cap-
tured by the state. Consider for example state 4. For each single population about six model 
fragments are found: Population (defi nes the structural details of a population and is a condition 
for other population-related fragments), Closed population (introduces the quantities Birth and 
Death, and the related indirect causal dependencies, while ignoring migration), Existing popula-
tion (Size > zero, distinguishes it from a Non existing population, as for instance in state 6), 
Death (introduces the direct negative infl uence from Death on Size), Birth (introduces the direct 
positive infl uence from Birth on Size) and Birth greater Death (which specifi es the relative mag-
nitude of the two basic processes. For each interaction type there are at least three model frag-
ments, e.g. for symbiosis: Symbiosis (defi nes the structural details for the interaction to become 
active, introduces the main quantities and is a condition for the other model fragments detailing 
the interaction), Symbiosis main interaction (introduces the causal dependencies that implement 
the interaction) and Symbiosis assumptions (specifi es interaction specifi c assumptions if needed). 
The causal model that is assembled by these applicable model fragments for state 4 is shown in 

Figure 35: State-graph for the Ants’ Garden as shown in Fig. 34.
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Figure 36: Value history for the Ants’ Garden state graph as shown in Fig. 35.
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Fig. 37. It shows the four populations, each being infl uenced by its basic processes Birth and 
Death, and the interactions between them Benefi t (twice), Supply, Consumption and Pollution.

The literature on the Ants’ Garden discusses the possibility of a fi fth interaction in addition to 
the four already discussed. This interaction concerns the bacteria-producing metabolites that 
may enhance the growth of the cultivated fungi [26]. To simulate this hypothesis we can augment 
the scenario shown in Fig. 34 with a commensalism between the bacteria and the cultivated 
fungi. The simulation results for this scenario are shown in Fig. 38. The state graph has 19 states 
of which fi ve are end states: 1, 6, 14, 16 and 18, and it shows nine behaviours. Again we can 
observe the typical behaviour of the Ants’ Garden:

Co-existence: [1].• 
Complete extinction of the garden (e.g. [5 • → 7 → 6]).
All populations reaching their highest magnitude (e.g. [3 • → 11 → 16]).

Figure 37: Causal model of the Ants’ Garden in state 4 (four interactions).
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Elimination of the parasitic fungi (e.g. [4 • → 8 → 18]).
Steady parasitic fungi while the others reach their highest magnitude: [2 • → 13 → 14].

The causal model for this simulation closely matches the one with the four interactions. The 
main difference is the additional benefi t from the bacteria to the cultivated fungi when those two 
populations exist. Compared with the state graph resulting from four interactions, the graph 
based on the fi ve interactions is smaller. It turns out that less behaviour is possible. This is in line 
with the understanding that ecologists have of communities, namely that there is a limit to the 
number of species that can in total interact and depend on each other. Finally, both models and 
their simulation results support the idea that our qualitative models of population dynamics and 
interactions can be reused and scale-up to model more complex situations.

4.3 Towards the Millennium Development Goals

Qualitative models can also be used as instruments to clarify ill-defi ned concepts and help stake-
holders to better understand a particular problem. This potential is illustrated in this section 
focusing on the MDGs. The MDGs were defi ned in The Millennium Declaration, signed in 2000 
at the UN, and consist of 8 goals and 18 targets on poverty, hunger, education, gender equal-
ity, health, environment and cooperation, to be achieved by 2015 (http://www.un.org/millenni-
umgoals/). There are 48 indicators to monitor progress towards achieving these goals. National 
governments are expected to periodically report on the situation of the MDG. Among these 
goals, the seventh goal (MDG7) is probably the most diffi cult to one understand and to realize 
on time. In fact, most national reports published so far mention diffi culties with the MDG7 [29]. 
Reasons for that include conceptual problems in defi ning sustainability, problems to select (or 
create) suitable indicators to monitor MDG7 and the availability of good quality data.

Recent qualitative reasoning research in this context has focused on building models and sim-
ulations of issues concerning the MDG7 in order to create insight and awareness on behalf of the 

Figure 38: State graph (LHS) and value history (LHS) for the Ants’ Garden with fi ve interactions.
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stakeholders. The ‘Deforestation model’ is one of those models [30, 31]. It includes three of the 
indicators selected for monitoring: proportion of land area covered by vegetation (indicator 25), 
land area protected to maintain biological diversity (indicator 26) and the proportion of people 
without sustainable access to safe drinking water (indicator 30). Figure 39 shows the scenario for 
this model. It consists of the entities Vegetation, Land, Water and Human, and a set of confi gura-
tions detailing the relationships between them (e.g. Vegetation ‘Grows on’ Land). The scenario 
specifi es Wood cutters as an agent ‘Active in’ the Vegetation. Initially one quantity is defi ned, 
namely Land with vegetation (assigned to Vegetation), with value Large and an unknown deriva-
tive. The simulator will add other quantities when it fi nds model fragments that apply to this 
scenario which introduce more quantities.

Simulating the scenario from Fig. 39 results in a relatively simple state-graph as shown in Fig. 
40. The initial scenario leads to a single interpretation (state 1), given the knowledge available in 
the model fragments. This state changes into state 2, which changes into state 3, which changes 
into state 4. State 4 is a steady state from which no further transitions are happening.

The causal model underlying each of the states is similar and is shown in Fig. 41. It shows the 
entities and the quantities assigned to each of them (e.g. Wood cutters: Deforestation rate). It also 
shows the direct infl uences (I+/I–) and proportionalities (P+/P–) between the quantities. Defor-
estation rate is treated as an exogenous quantity in this model. Consequently, the Deforestation 
rate is at the start of the cause–effect chain. In summary, when Deforestation rate is active it 
reduces the Land with vegetation, which in turn causes the Biodiversity to decrease and conse-
quently reduces the chances of fi nding New food and medicines. Land with vegetation (when 
decreasing) also causes Erosion to increase, which leads to less Agricultural production and less 
water contained in Water reservoirs. Ultimately, all these factors come together in the Gross 
Domestic Product (Gdp wealth), which refl ects aspects of human wealth and decreases (when 
deforestation is active).

Figure 42 depicts the value histories. They show the value and the derivative in each state for 
each quantity. For instance, in state 2 Biodiversity has magnitude Medium and is decreasing, 
thus: <Medium,–>. In this simulation an active deforestation causes the Gdp wealth to decrease 
and become Zero. The intermediate quantities change in a similar or in an opposite manner 
depending on their relationships in the causal network.

Figure 39: Scenario of the deforestation model.
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An experiment was conducted to investigate the usability of this model and the Garp3 work-
bench as a means to create awareness among users concerning such issues. For the experiment 
the full model was rearranged into six sub-models, ranging from simple (addressing only wood 
cutting and land with vegetation) to complex (including all the details shown in Fig. 41). The 
students who used the software during the experiment interacted with each of these models while 
working through a set of assignments (with questions such as: Which quantity is infl uenced 
negatively by deforestation? If land with vegetation decreases, what will happen to biodiversity? 
What is the value of biodiversity in states 1 and 4? Which quantity is increasing?)

In the experiment a group of 24 subjects was assigned to the treatment condition and a group 
of 22 subjects was assigned to the control condition (Table 4). To assess the foreknowledge of the 
subjects a questionnaire was administered consisting of 36 questions about issues captured in the 
model on deforestation as discussed above. After this pre-test the students in the treatment condi-
tion worked through the models (as described above) and the students in the control group 
attended a general lecture on the use of computers for education. Both of these lasted approxi-
mately one hour, after which a post-test was administered to both groups. The post-test was in 
principle similar to the pre-test, but consisted of a different set of questions on the same subject 

Figure 40: State-graph when simulating the deforestation model.

Figure 41: Causal model generated by Garp3 for the deforestation model.
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matter (the consequences of deforestation). Finally, the experiment was closed by briefl y explain-
ing the overall goal and organisation of the event.

The results of the experiment turned out to be very encouraging. Students in the treatment 
group could easily operate the software, that is open and run the models, and inspect the simula-
tions. Apparently the interface of the Garp3 software behaves in a way that is common to young 
students. The treatment was also effective in creating a signifi cant learning effect. Particularly, 
after removing the subjects who already knew most of the target knowledge and scored very high 

Figure 42: Value history for the quantities in the deforestation model.

Table 4: Experimental set-up.

15 min 15 min 60 min 15 min 15 min

Treatment Introduction Pre-test Working with Garp3 Post-test Closing
Control Introduction Pre-test Lecture on ICT Post-test Closing
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on the pre-test (≥ 30 correct), the subjects in the treatment group (n = 16) scored an average of 
26.95 points on the post-test (with 23.25 points on the pre-test), while the subjects in the control 
group (n = 21) scored an average of 21.05 points on the post-test (with 20.24 points on the pre-
test). This turned out to be a statistically signifi cant difference using a t-test (P < 0.001). Being 
able to achieve this result within the short duration of the experiment creates promises for the 
impact the Garp3 software may deliver when it is used systematically on a variety of topics in an 
educational context.

5 Assignments

Modellers who are new to the area of qualitative reasoning are advised to work through the basic 
assignments that can be found at the QRM portal: http://www.garp3.org. The assignments pre-
sented here are complex and thus for the more advanced modellers.

5.1 Two and three populations

5.1.1 Assignment 1
Remove the inequality assumption Supply ≥ Consumption in the parasitism model, so that the 
size of parasite can become bigger than that of the host. What happens to the simulation? Are 
the behaviour paths obtained in the new simulation plausible (both from the ecological and from 
the technical point of view)? How do these results compare to the results presented previously?

5.1.2 Assignment 2
Expand the library by creating model fragments to implement competition between populations. 
Suggestion: create a set of model fragments and scenarios analogous to symbiosis.

5.1.3 Assignment 3
Create scenarios to implement interactions involving three populations. If needed, expand and 
change the library of model fragments. Try alternative representations, exploring different types 
of interactions between each population pair.

5.1.4 Assignment 4
Consider previously published work on the Ants’ Garden and augment the scenario shown in 
Fig. 34 with possible interactions as for instance suggested in Fig. 43. Inspect the simulation 
outcomes and develop an argument on whether the alternative interactions are possible or not.

5.2 Deforestation and vegetation growth

Re-implement the deforestation model, creating a vegetation growth model, by replacing the 
Deforestation process by a Vegetation growth process. Start by creating the model fragment 
Vegetation confi guration as represented in Fig. 44, introducing the quantities Regenerated veg-
etation, Removed vegetation, both with QS = {zsmlm} and the quantity Growth rate with QS = 
{mzp}. Next, create the model fragment Land cover introducing the quantities Land with vegeta-
tion, Land no vegetation and Biodiversity, as in the deforestation model. Finally, the Vegetation 
growth process represents the balance between two forces, regeneration and removal of vegeta-
tion, the latter being a combination of deforestation and natural loss of biomass. Growth rate is 
thus calculated by the equation:

 Vegetation growth = Regenerated vegetation – Removed vegetation.
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It also puts a direct positive infl uence on Land with vegetation and a direct negative infl uence on 
Land no vegetation. The correspondences also involving Biodiversity are the same as in the 
deforestation model.

5.2.1 Assignment 5
Create a scenario in which Land with vegetation and Land no vegetation have initial values 
<Medium,?>; Removed vegetation = exogenous constant and steady <Medium,0>; and Regener-
ated vegetation = exogenous increasing <Medium,?>. Run the simulation and inspect the behav-
iour paths.

Copy this scenario and change the type of exogenous defi ned behaviour for the quantity 
Regenerated vegetation = exogenous generate all values and sinusoidal <Medium,?>. Run 

Figure 43: Possible interactions within the Ants’ Garden?

Figure 44:  Model fragments for the vegetation growth model, including Vegetation confi guration 
(LHS/bottom), Land cover (LHS/top), and Vegetation growth (RHS).
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the simulation and inspect the behaviour paths. Are the simulation results correct from the con-
ceptual point of view? Compare the results obtained with this model to the results obtained in 
Section 4.3.

5.2.2 Assignment 6
Change the vegetation growth model introducing in the model fragment Vegetation growth two 
positive proportionalities in order to represent the feedback infl uences from Land with vegetation 
to Regenerated vegetation and from Land no vegetation to Removed vegetation.

Create a scenario in which Land with vegetation and Land no vegetation have initial values 
<Medium,?>; Removed vegetation = <Small,?>; and Regenerated vegetation = <Medium,?>. 
Run the simulation and inspect the results. Are they correct?

Copy this scenario and change the values of Removed vegetation = <Large,?>; and Regener-
ated vegetation = <Medium,?>. Run the simulation and inspect the results. Are they correct?

5.3 Challenges with the population models

5.3.1 Assignment 7
Using the vegetation growth model as reference, create a population growth model in which the 
basic processes Birth and Death are aggregated into a single Population growth process. In this 
process fragment the quantity Population growth rate (QS = {mzp}) is calculated as: Popula-
tion growth rate = Birth – Death. Create a direct positive infl uence from this rate to Size and a 
positive feedback from this quantity to the quantities Birth and Death. Explore initial scenarios 
where Birth > Death, Birth < Death and Birth = Death. Use exogenous quantity behaviour defi ni-
tions for the quantities in order to obtain more complex behaviours. For example, keep the value 
of Death constant and steady, and defi ne varying exogenous behaviour for Birth such as increas-
ing, decreasing, sinusoidal and random. Compare this approach with the one that is used for the 
Ants’ Garden in Section 4.2.

5.3.2 Assignment 8
Extend the population growth model by creating representations for interactions between two 
populations.

6 Evaluating QR models

 Model evaluation is a complex issue and raises numerous discussions, mostly concerning valida-
tion and verifi cation [32–34]. Validation deals with the acceptability of a model for its intended 
use depending on appropriate performance. Verifi cation concerns the proof that the model is cor-
rectly implemented. Evaluation of qualitative models involves mainly validation techniques, and 
requires certain adaptations on traditional methodologies, as discussed below. Verifi cation can be 
seen as software (Garp3) debugging, and is not addressed here.

Evaluation is relative and depends on the purpose of the model, the performance criteria and 
the context of use [32]. The main purpose of conceptual models based on qualitative reasoning 
is to aid understanding, which sets the gold standard for the evaluation. The performance crite-
ria for these models therefore focus on aspects such as the suitability of the language used in 
the model, the clarity of the causal model, the appropriateness of the processes selected to jus-
tify the system behaviour, the coverage provided by the scenarios of the domain knowledge and 
so forth. The context of use is determined by the profi le of the model users and the way they 
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interact with the model. There are many possibilities here. To name a few: Users may be experts 
who create their own understanding by constructing their own models. Alternatively, they may 
investigate models made by other experts. And they may perform these activities individually 
or in a collaborative setting. Users may also be ‘stakeholders’, a heterogeneous group of users 
with a more applied interest, often in a decision-making context. They may also create their 
own models, use existing models, work individually or work in collaboration with others. Yet 
another group of users are students who have to learn about ecology and related issues. Again, 
a large variety of uses exists. One successful example was briefl y discussed in Section 4.3, but 
see also [35–37].

Having these aspects in mind, Rykiel [34] proposes that the model should be evaluated accord-
ing to three dimensions: conceptual validation, operational validation and data validation. Con-
ceptual validation concerns issues such as: does the model provide a scientifi cally acceptable 
explanation for the cause–effect relationships encoded in the model? The answer is affi rmative if 
it is possible to demonstrate that the theories and assumptions underlying the conceptual model 
are correct. Operational validation concerns issues such as: does the model output meet the per-
formance standards defi ned by the model purpose? The answer thus deals with the simulation 
results, e.g. with changes in quantity values, changes in inequalities and dependency relations, 
the correctness of the causal model in each state, the possibility of producing the appropriate 
state graph and the explanatory capabilities of the model. Data validation is a delicate issue for 
mathematical modelling, as the relative inaccuracy and imprecision of ecological data also put 
limits on model testability. However, incomplete and uncertain data may be useful for building 
qualitative models. If data available are good enough to show tendencies, landmark values, typi-
cal situations or correlations between quantities, this information may lead to better conceptual 
representations of the system.

Sargent [38] presents an overview of validation techniques. Some can be borrowed for evalu-
ating conceptual models. Tracing the behaviour of specifi c model components in order to deter-
mine whether the model’s internal logic is correct, and the necessary accuracy obtained, is 
common practice when building a qualitative model (see Section 3). Changing the values of 
quantities in scenarios and model fragments and checking the effects on the simulation results is 
called sensitivity analysis or parameter variability. The same relationship between quantity val-
ues and system behaviour should occur both in the model and in the real system. In qualitative 
models, sensitivity analysis can be read as if the qualitative states of the quantities are correctly 
related to the overall system behaviour. Comparison to other models (valid qualitative or math-
ematical models, such as ordinary differential equation models) may be interesting for checking 
the quality of the model outputs. However, this is better achieved if the modeller has numerical 
data or observations of the real system. In this case, predictive validation requires the model 
predictions to be roughly the same when compared with the real system’s behaviour. It is often 
considered as a kind of hypotheses test. If the causal chain is correctly represented and the 
vocabulary is adequate, the explanatory capabilities are also useful to explain why certain behav-
iours are produced and, as such, to validate the model. Expert review is another way to access the 
validity of a model and its simulation results. Typically, the expert’s opinions are obtained by using 
structured or semi-structured interviews and questionnaires [39], which cover the ingredients typi-
cally related to the model (e.g. entities, confi gurations, quantities, quantity spaces, inequalities, 
correspondences and causal dependencies) and to the simulation results (e.g. behaviour graph, 
behaviour paths, causal model, value history and equation history). Finally, the model has to be 
evaluated by its usage. For example, if the model purpose is to support learning, then specifi c 
tests and statistical analyses should be used to check whether the learners actually improved their 
knowledge of the domain after using the model.
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7 Conclusion and discussion

This chapter explains how to build conceptual models using qualitative reasoning. Such models 
aid modellers and users in their understanding of the systems they are dealing with. Qualitative 
reasoning is particularly interesting in this respect because it provides a rich vocabulary for 
knowledge capture. Due to the formal grounding these models can also be simulated and as such 
infer ‘the consequences of what we believe to be true’. Conceptual models based on qualitative rea-
soning can thus be used as standalone tools for understanding, predicting and explaining systems 
and their behaviour. The Ants’ Garden and the Deforestation models illustrate this point.

The development of conceptual models using qualitative reasoning enforces modellers to 
carefully think about the system of interest. A modeller must work out a clear idea concerning 
the entities and the confi gurations that eventually drive the system’s behaviour. In order to select 
the relevant quantities for inclusion in the model, the modeller has to examine the most relevant 
features of the entities, given the problem at hand. Deciding on the values for inclusion in the 
quantity spaces is a diffi cult task and results in one of the most profi table modelling exercises in 
ecology. In fact, it is crucial to develop good quantity space defi nitions in order to produce clear 
and insightful descriptions of the qualitatively distinct states a system may exhibit.

Causality is another important feature of qualitative models. It provides the basis for predict-
ing and explaining the system’s behaviour. The vocabulary to describe processes is useful in this 
respect as it separates the origin of changes (processes with direct infl uences) from the propaga-
tion of these to other quantities (using qualitative proportionalities). Besides their role in ground-
ing causality, direct infl uences and proportionalities have mathematical meaning: they are 
qualitative representations of ordinary differential equations and of monotonic functions respec-
tively. This makes the qualitative reasoning approach also appealing for building conceptual 
models in a pre-mathematical modelling context.

The compositional approach to automatically generate a model for a scenario from a library of 
reusable fragments has both theoretical and practical implications. It encourages modellers to 
develop elementary pieces of knowledge that are generic and applicable to multiple situations, 
and as such may aid ecological theory development. When a library is suffi ciently well estab-
lished it becomes relatively easy to create new scenarios and simulate their behaviour without the 
need to add more knowledge. This may support the dissemination of ecological knowledge 
towards a wider audience, particularly for educational purposes. The evaluation of qualitative 
models requires more study and maybe the development of dedicated methodologies and tech-
niques. Strengthening this point will further increase the credibility of qualitative models.

With the development of the Garp3 workbench users can create qualitative models without the 
need to be an expert in computer science or artifi cial intelligence. The workbench offers easy 
access to high-end qualitative simulation software, providing the possibility to use this technol-
ogy without having to understand low-level implementation details of such automated reasoners. 
The realisation of Garp3 is part of a bigger effort to support users in actually using qualitative 
reasoning to develop and organise their understanding of system behaviour, and includes the 
development of a curriculum for learning about qualitative reasoning [5], and a structured 
approach to modelling [12].

Future work will, in addition to modelling itself, focus on supporting collaborative modelling 
and model reuse, and will include a repository for uploading, indexing and downloading models 
and model parts, as well as means for modellers to copy/paste model ingredients between mod-
els. Automatically preserving model consistency and supporting model debugging are essential 
for this, and need further development.
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